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Abstract
Image and video enhancement such as color constancy,
low light enhancement, and tone mapping on smartphones
is challenging, because high-quality images should be
achieved efficiently with a limited resource budget. Unlike
prior works that either used very deep CNNs or large Transformer models, we propose a structure-aware lightweight
Transformer, termed STAR, for real-time image enhancement. STAR is formulated to capture long-range dependencies between image patches, which naturally and implicitly
captures the structural relationships of different regions in
an image. STAR is a general architecture that can be easily adapted to different image enhancement tasks. Extensive experiments show that STAR can effectively boost the
quality and efficiency of many tasks such as illumination
enhancement, auto white balance, and photo retouching,
which are indispensable components for image processing
on smartphones. For example, STAR reduces model complexity and improves image quality compared to the recent
state-of-the-art [19] on the MIT-Adobe FiveK dataset [7]
(i.e., 1.8dB PSNR improvements with 25% parameters and
13% float operations.)

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed significant progress on a variety of image and video enhancement tasks with learningbased methods, such as super-resolution, denoising, demosaicking, low light enhancement, color constancy (i.e.,
white balance), tone mapping. Yet, there are still two key
challenges for deploying these methods on edge devices.
First, these methods must process high-resolution images
efficiently within a very limited computation budget, making trade-offs between model flexibility and computation
efficiency. Second, they need to incorporate structural and
global information of input images in order to achieve highquality stable results, especially for tasks such as color con-

CNN ( 79.4K , 5.2 GFLOPS ) CNN_D (79.4K, 0.31 GFLOPS) STAR (20.1K, 0.07 GFOPS)
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Figure 1. Comparison of curve estimation results between CNN
and STAR for low light enhancement. ”CNN” denotes the original
backbone model used by [19] that predicts per-pixel curves. For
fair comparison, we also train the same CNN model with downsampling (denoted as CNN-D), so that both STAR and CNN-D
predict per-token curves. Both the enhanced results and model
complexity (number of parameters, FLOPS) are shown. We also
visualize the predicted curves by plotting the mean of α (See more
details in Section 4.1).

stancy, low light enhancement, and tone mapping. Even for
tasks with local support, such as denoising and demosaicking, structure-aware region-based processing can often produce better results [33].
To address these two challenges, prior work can be summarized into three categories. The first approach is to use
stacked, very deep CNNs [49, 9, 17, 45, 19]. In order to
maintain high-frequency details, the spatial resolution is often kept unchanged, and thus these methods have a large
computational cost and memory footprint. The second approach is to estimate one set of global adjustment function [52, 35, 24, 31], but they lack the flexibility to handle
the complexity of real-world scenarios (e.g., mixed illumination for white balance, HDR scenes for tone mapping).
Finally, the third approach is to explicitly use a segmentation network to divide images into semantically-meaningful
regions and process each region separately [33, 51]. However, this approach also has limitations such as requiring
per-pixel annotated datasets.
In this paper, we proposed STAR (Structure-aware
Transformer), a general lightweight backbone for various
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real-time image post-processing tasks. STAR is formulated
to capture long-range dependencies among image patches,
which naturally and implicitly captures the structure relationships within an image. STAR is a general architecture that can be easily adapted for a variety of learningbased image enhancement tasks. Rather than stacked convolution layers, STAR is based on the Transformer module,
which mainly consists of multi-head self-attention and fullconnected layers only. Transformer [44] is widely used in
natural language processing for its high training efficiency
towards long-distance dependencies and tremendous model
capacity. Models building upon Transformer achieved surprising performance that even surpasses human recognition
ability in specific language tasks [11].
Specialized in image enhancement tasks, we design the
STAR network, which can be free of stacked convolution
and thus more efficient in extracting structural information.
In STAR, patches of the image are tokenized into token
embeddings, much like word embeddings in NLP. Rather
than computing pixel-wise dependencies directly, STAR explicitly learns token-wise dependencies for image patches.
Fig.1 shows an example. As shown in Fig.1, STAR delivers
high efficiency to enhance an image. In addition to high efficiency (0.07 GFLOPS), as shown, STAR can also implicitly
learn the semantic structure and thus deliver more semanticmeaningful results than CNNs [19]. Instead of having one
module for general information, as suggested in [27, 48],
we employ a specialized two-branch design naming longshort Range Transformer to ensure STAR can focus on capturing global contexts thus reducing computations.
We further validate STAR on several recent image
enhancement methods, including illumination enhancement [19], white balance [2] and photo retouching with 3D
lookup table [52]. Experimental results show that STAR
can often effectively boost the performance of these tasks
with significantly reduced model complexity, which offers
great advantages for real-time processing on edge devices.
For instance, on low light enhancement using DCE-Net [19]
, compared to CNN backbone, STAR-based methods can
achieve 1.8dB PSNR improvement, while only requiring
25% parameters and 13% float operations (FLOPS).

2. Related Work
2.1. Learning-based Image Enhancement in Camera Imaging Pipeline
Recently, with the success of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), many appealing learning-based image enhancement methods achieve promising results such
as Camera ISP [34, 32, 38], demosaicking [41, 14], denoising [14, 18], white balancing [2, 1], HDR reconstruction [17, 39, 28, 29], exposure correction [19, 45] and
color enhancement [45, 52]. Nevertheless, many of these

methods rely on heavy computation and memory footprint, which may hinder their deployment on hardwareconstrained devices, such as smartphones or other embedded systems. Some recent methods are proposed for efficient image enhancement on mobile platforms. The first
category is to estimate a set of global adjustment function
like [52, 35, 24, 31]. These methods mainly process the
downsampled images and predict variables of a set of global
manipulating functions. However, many works like [35, 24]
show that applying global functions only is not able to provide adequate and flexible enhancement capability. Another
category of image enhancement methods is formulated to be
a semantic-aware prediction, which trains the CNN model
to estimate mapping or transformation functions with semantic masks [33, 43]. Models in these methods are usually versatile because the predicted results are conditioned
to semantic contents like other pixel-wise methods like
[49, 9, 17, 45, 19]. But such methods have limitations
such as requiring an extra segmentation subnetwork and
per-pixel annotated datasets to predict masks.

2.2. Transformer Module
Transformer is proposed by [44] for machine translation,
where the multi-head self-attention and feed-forward MLP
are stacked to capture the long-range correlation between
words. Transformer-based networks show high model capacity and have since become the state-of-the-art method in
many NLP tasks [11, 6, 36]. The core of Transformer is
to characterize the dependencies of two distant tokens by a
multi-head self-attention mechanism. This property endows
Transformer with the potential to capture latent correlation
among large and complex data sources.
Transferring the pre-trained Transformer from NLP to
vision tasks also becomes a hot issue. [46, 40] attempts
to combine visual and linguistic representations to build
comprehensive pre-trained Transformers for both vision
and language data. Besides, relying on large-scale external data [42], recent work ViT [12] has implemented
high competitive image ImageNet [10] classification results using networks mainly constructed by Transformer
layers. Inspired by that, [8] further demonstrate that pretraining such a pure Transformer model on ImageNet could
improve network performance on low-level vision tasks
(super-resolution, denoising, deraining). However, a largescale pre-trained model also requiring massive parameters
(e.g. IPT [8] model has over 114 M parameters and 33G
FLOPS, which is impractical to deploy on mobile platforms
for image and video enhancement. In contrast, STAR is
designed to be lightweight and can achieve real-time performance, which to our knowledge is the first lightweight
Transformer for image enhancement.
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Figure 2. Network overview. Left: We flatten an image feature map into patches, then linearly embed them into tokens after dimension
reduction. The generated tokens will be fed to a long-short range Transformer module. The resulting sequence of Transformer will be
reshaped further used by downstream tasks by adding task tail. Right: Illustration of long-short range Transformer. We adopt a two branch
design to reduce model complexity by explicitly separating local and global context extraction. Long-range dependencies are extracted by
N cascaded Transformer encoder blocks. We adopt the standard Transformer design as suggested by [12, 44] with position embeddings
(denoted as P)

3. Structure-Aware Transformer Network
An overview of the STAR model is depicted in Fig. 2.
We first tokenize an image I ∈ RH×W ×CI into a sequence
of flattened tokens IT ∈ RL×CT , where CI and CT are
the number of channels. The generated tokens will be received by the long-short range Transformer module as inputs, which will then output two structural maps Sl , Ss ∈
RL×L×CS of long and short-range respectively. The predicted two structural maps could then be used to further
estimate curves or transformation for image enhancement
tasks.

3.1. Tokenization
To transform an image to tokens, a naive way is to
flatten image into raw patches as mentioned in [8]. In
that case, the features I ∈ RH×W ×CI are reshaped into
a sequence of patches and treat them as tokens, i.e., T ∈
2
W
H
R( P × P )(P ×CI ) , where P is the patch size and L =
W
(H
P × P ) is the number of patches. However, this strategy
will result in large memory consumption. Specifically, the
input token vectors is formulated to have large dimension
2
ti ∈ RP ×CI , i = 1, 2, ..., N , requiring massive parameters
for training (e.g., 33 M parameters in [8]). An alternative
strategy is to derive input token sequence from feature maps
of a CNN [12, 50]. As a special case, the patches size here
can be regarded as 1x1 after spatially downsampling, and
tokens are extracted by a stacked convolution operation.

To support efficient real-time image enhancement, we
implement the tokenization pipeline with the following
steps. As shown in Fig. 2, we first flatten the full resolution
feature into a sequence of patches. A dimension reduction
operation for each patch is cascaded behind that. After that,
we further extract tokens of each patch by learning linear
embedding. The key to alleviating memory usage is proper
dimension reduction.
In this paper, we have compared three tokenization
strategies as depicted in Fig. 3. The most typical tokenization strategy is Linear Head [12, 8, 25], where the inputs
are divided into patches and then linearly embedded. As
mentioned before, for image enhancement such a strategy
is too heavy. To reduce computation, we first try the Conv
Head strategy as adopted in [15, 12]. Rather than computing the large P 2 C × CT (C means input channel dimensions and CT denotes Transformer dimension) projection,
we use a preprocessing CNN with gradually reducing spatial size. The token sequence is obtained by simply flatten the spatial dimension of the feature map. We further
implement the Mean Head strategy, where the spatial size
is reduced by Adaptive Average Pooling directly. This is
inspired by squeeze-and-excitation block [23]. With Mean
Head, we can maximumly reduce the tokenization complexity, but note that here we follow the assumption that the
texture information (i.e. corners) is not crucial for learning
structural context for specific image enhancement tasks (i.e.
white balance). Similar to [50], we apply a 7×7 convolution
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Figure 3. Illustration of tokenization methods used in STAR. Here
H × W denotes the spatial resolution of inputs and CT denotes
Transformer dimension. Conv head strategy: The inputs will
be fed to stacked convolution layers with downsampling. As described in [12], the token sequence is obtained by simply flatten
the spatial dimension of the feature map and then projecting them
to Transformer dimension. Linear head strategy: Splitting feature maps into patches directly and then projection to embedding.
Mean head strategy: Reducing the spatial size using adaptive average pooling, then following linear head strategy.

with stride 4 and output channels 16 on the image and then
feed output features to the above tokenization modules for
more informative representations. We further quantitatively
compare the three strategies. See Section 5.1.

3.2. Long-short Range Transformer Module
Unlike existing vision transformer methods [12, 25, 8]
that use standard Transformer [44] architecture only, we
adopt a two-branch Transformer design to process token sequences. As shown in Fig. 2, instead of feeding the entire
HW
token embeddings (T ∈ R P 2 ×CT ) into both branches , we
split them into two parts along the channel dimension. The
HW

CT

divided embeddings ({Tlong , Tshort } ∈ R P 2 × 2 ) will be
fed to the each branch respectively. Such practice effectively reduces the overall computation.
As shown in Fig. 2, for the left branch we use a normal
transformer module as in [44]. Each Transformer contains
multi-head self-attention module and a MLP with skip connection. Following [12], we use LayerNorm [4] as normalization and GELU [22] non-linearity function. We also
CT
add a 1D learnable position embedding p ∈ R 2 to Transformer inputs to retain position information like [8, 12].
For the right branch of local relationships, we apply convolution to cover adjacent tokens. Unlike processing sentences in NLP where 1-D convolution [48, 27] are used to
capture 1-D dependency, we use 2D convolutions to process
rearranged image tokens. Instead of embedding the convolution inner Transformer module , we place the convolution branch in parallel with the whole Transformer module.

MSA, MLP,and LN denote multi-head self-attention, multilayer perceptron and layer normalization respectively. N
is the depth of Transformer (number of basic transformer
blocks). The resulting ylong and yshort can then used
for various image enhancement tasks by adding a task tail.
(e.g., adding linear layers to predict tone curves.)

4. Image Enhancement with STAR
To explore model versatility, we evaluate STAR on three
applications using the most recent CNN methods: curve estimation for illumination enhancement [19], auto white balance [2] and photo retouching [52]. For a fair comparison,
all the following experiments are based on public codes released by authors. We keep all experimental setups other
than the backbone model (i.e., datasets, data augmentation,
training strategy, ...) unchanged.

4.1. Illumination Enhancement
Many photos are often captured under inadequate and
unbalanced lights. Such low-light photos not only suffer from compromised aesthetic quality but also challenge
many fundamental downstream vision tasks like classification and object detection. To tackle this issue, we take one
of the most efficient recent low-light enhancement methods
DCE-Net (which is claimed to be 3× faster on GPU than the
previous methods [45, 26, 47]) as our baseline to evaluate
STAR.
In DCE-Net [19], a Deep Curve Estimation Network
(DCE-Net) is devised to estimate a set of best-fitting LightEnhancement curves (LE-curves) given an input image.
The framework maps all pixels of the inputs’ RGB channels by applying curves iteratively to obtain the final toned
image. Quadratic curves LE(I(x); α) = I(x)+αI(x)(1−
I(x)) are used in DCE-Net, where I(x) and LE(I(x); α)
denote the adjusted image and original inputs respectively.
The curve parameters αi ∈ [−1, 1]H×W for i-th iteration
are per-pixel predicted by a CNN with feature cascade. To
evaluate our method, we replace this CNN backbone by the
proposed STAR and estimate αi using the resulting in structural contexts (yshort , ylong ). With derived αi , the calculation of LE-curve for i-th iteration can be formulated as:
α̃i = F C([yshort , ylong ])
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Figure 4. Qualitative comparison of DCE-Net with different backbone on low light enhancement on MIT-Adobe FiveK [7].

αi = ψ(tanh(α̃i ))

(7)

LEi (I(x); αi ) = LEi−1 (x)+αi LEi−1 (x)(1−LEi−1 (x))
(8)
where F C denotes a learned projection to predict curves,
ψ(.) is an interpolation function to map per-token curves to
per-pixel curves. We refer above pipeline as ”STAR-DCE”
in the following sections in contrast to CNN-based DCENet.

4.2. Auto White Balance
White balance (WB) is a fundamental low-level computer vision task applied to all camera images. Specifically,
WB is formulated to normalize the effect of the captured
scene’s illumination so that all the captured objects appear
to be under ideal ”white light”. We follow recent work [2]
and implements STAR for WB with an encoder/decoder
scheme. In this section, we will further demonstrate how
STAR can be employed in an encoder/decoder network (i.e.,
U-Net [37]).
According to [2], a CNN is applied to produce the edited
images IW B (i) ↓ with target WB setting i ∈ A, T, S 1 . The
network is built upon 4-level encoder/decoders with 2 × 2
max-pooling and transposed convolution. [2] use a multidecoder architecture consisting of two units: (1) A 4-level
encoder for extracting multi-scale latent representation of
images. (2) Three 4-level decoders corresponding to AWB,
Incandescent WB, and Shade WB settings. To employ
Transformer, we use the proposed STAR the replace the
original encoder. We also adopt the multi-decoder design
which is shown to yield better performance than vanilla UNet [37] by [2]. Specifically, the input images are first
1 A:

AWB, T: Incandescent WB, S: Shade WB

divided into 16 × 16 patches (corresponding to the original
4-level encoder) and then projected to tokens. After that, we
feed the tokens to our long-short range Transformer and the
generated structural context [ylong , yshort ] with spatial size
H
W
16 × 16 will then be used by subsequent three decoders. Following the prior practice in illumination enhancement, we
adopt the Mean Head tokenization and two-branch transformer design. We keep the first convolution (3×24×3×3)
layer and use its producing feature maps to guide the image
generation of decoders. Like [2], the whole STAR module
is shared by three decoders and jointly trained with them.

4.3. Photo Retouching with 3D-LUTs
We choose 3D-LUTs (lookup tables) learning as an instance to show how STAR improves the learning of global
adjustments. 3D-LUTs are usually applied to adjust the hue,
saturation, exposure, color and tone of photos in camera
imaging pipelines. As one of the most classical yet widely
used photo adjustment techniques, 3D LUT can achieve stable photo enhancement performance at very high efficiency.
We evaluate STAR on 3D-LUTs estimation following the
framework of [52], which learns several (e.g., 3) basis 3D
LUTs to interpolate images and fuses the results by using
CNN to learn a linear combination of them.
Conventional 3D LUT based image enhancement methods have a main limitation that the 3D LUTs are mostly
manually and only provide a fixed transformation. To adapt
to different scenes, [52] learns several LUTs and uses a
small CNN predictor to fuse them. Although efficient and
stable, as discussed in [52], such 3D-LUT model have limitations inherited from global adjustments. Once the 3D
LUT is determined for an input image, it is the same for dif-
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ferent local areas within the image. Naturally, such strategies produce unsatisfactory results for images requiring local enhancements (e.g., target images with high dynamic
range). [52] intends to tackle this problem by applying a
local tone mappings [13] as preprocessing. However, such a
local tone mapping method is still time-consuming for highresolution images and this issue is left to be future work by
[52].
To apply our model, we replace the CNN directly with
STAR and predict combination weights on [yshort , ylong ].
Rather than predicting global adjustments weight for LUT
directly, STAR predicts 32 × 32 token-wise weights, which
are then used to fuse interpolated images of each LUT.

5. Experiments
5.1. Illumination Enhancement Results
This section compares our STAR with the original CNN
model on curve estimation with the following setups.
Datasets. We choose the MIT-Adobe FiveK [7] (FiveK)
to compare our methods with CNN. The FiveK dataset contains 5,000 image pairs with retouched ground-truth by experts (A - E). We follow previous methods [45, 17, 24, 35]
to use only the Output from Expert C and randomly split images into two parts: 500 images for validation and testing,
remaining 4,500 images for training. For a fair comparison,
we use datasets split by [45]. Both the training and evaluation images are resized to 1200 × 900 based on their longest
side like [19]. Note that here we choose MIT-Adobe FiveK
rather than datasets released by [19] or other datasets corresponding to specific methods because we intend to show
that STAR can work as a general backbone, which should
be evaluated on common and widely-used datasets.
Model Complexity. DCE-Net [19] choose a CNN with
7 layers, 32 maximum output channels as its network backbone (79.42k parameters). Following that, we first set the
Transformer dimension (Cin ) to be the same 32. The inner MLP dimensions are also kept the same. Both the CNN
and STAR model predicts 24 curves (totally 8 iterations for
3 channels) like practice in [19]. Each image will be divided to 32 × 32 tokens in STAR. In this task, we observe
strong overfitting when applying STAR with large Transformer depth. Consequently, we use STAR of Transformer
depth 1 as defaults. Additional ablation studies towards
model complexity are performed including changing model
width/depth, using Mean Head tokenization and employing
a two-branch design.
Training and Evaluation. Similar to [52], images are
processed in full resolution (1200 × 900) when evaluation
and resized to 256 × 256 during training. Following [19],
Adam [30] optimizer is applied with fixed learning rate
1e−4 . We use a simple L1-norm as loss function for both
the CNN and STAR based models to fairly compare the

DCE-Net
DCE-NetD
STAR-DCE
STAR-DCE
STAR-DCE
STAR-DCE
STAR-DCE
STAR-DCE

Tokenization
Linear
Conv
Mean
Linear
Conv
Mean

Branches
1
1
1
2
2
2

Parameters (K)
79.4
79.4
79.6
32.6
23.3
77.8
30.8
20.1

FLOPS (G)
5.20
0.51
0.17
0.10
0.07
0.15
0.08
0.05

PSNR (dB)
22.7
22.2
24.0
24.5
24.5
24.1
24.4
24.5

SSIM
0.870
0.866
0.882
0.894
0.892
0.885
0.894
0.893

Table 1. Comparisons of Tokenization and Two-branch strategy. DCE-Net and DCE-NetD denote the 7-layer CNN model
with/without downsampling. We report model size and total float
operations (FLOPS) and corresponding average PSNR on FiveK
evaluation set. The top results are bold.

model performance. We evaluate model efficiency using
the following metrics: memory consumption (number of
parameters), model complexity (float operations, FLOPS)2 ,
enhancement performance (PSNR/SSIM) and inference latency.
To identify the most efficient STAR setups, we perform
several ablation studies:
Ablation I: Tokenization and Long-short Range Capturing. We first compare the mentioned Conv / Linear /
Mean Head tokenization. As shown in the table. 1, the
three tokenization methods bring approaching model performance despite the varying model size. As a comparison, we also train DCE-Net with downsampling to token size 32 × 32 , denoted by DCE-NetD . We observe
that STAR model could hardly benefit from complex tokenization methods especially the most wide-used Linear
Head [8, 12, 25]. In contrast, simply averaging the feature
maps can reduce more than 50% computations and memory usage without performance loss, and the model can be
further compressed by applying a two-branch (long-short
range) design. The results support that texture information
like corners are not essential for such toning tasks. Subsequent experiments perform the Mean Head tokenization and
two-branch design as defaults for better efficiency.
Ablation II: Slimmer Model. This section explores the
model scalability of CNNs and STAR by using fewer channels/layers. We reduce network width to 16 (for both STAR
and CNN) and depth to 3 (for CNN) to observe the sensitivity of model performance towards model size. Table. 2
reports the quantitative results. As shown, reducing CNN
depth to 3 will severely harm model performance (over 10
dB PSNR drops). Besides, reducing CNN width to 16 will
also result in obvious degradation on outputs quality (i.e.,
0.9 dB PSNR and 0.04 SSIM drop for DCE-NetD ). Qualitative comparison can be seen in Fig. 4 The above results
illustrate the limitation of the pure CNN model to capture
structural representations. To derive a more efficient model,
simply reducing the depth/width of CNN may also lead to
poor performance.
Runtime Latency. We have shown the effectiveness
2 FLOPS are calculated with inputs of size 3 × 256 × 256 in this application
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WB editting [2]
WB editting+STAR
WB editting [2]
WB editting+STAR
WB editting [2]
WB editting+STAR
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CNN (1.93 GFLOPS)

Reference

Figure 5.
Qualitative comparison of AWB correction on
Cube+ [5]. We show both model complexity (FLOPS) and performance (∆E 2000, MSE). Green arrows indicate the obvious
color difference.
DCE-Net
DCE-NetD
DCE-Net
DCE-NetD
DCE-Net
STAR-DCE
STAR-DCE

Width
32
32
16
16
32
32
16

Layers
7
7
7
7
3
-

Parameters (K)
79.4
79.4
23.6
23.6
24.0
20.1
7.2

FLOPS (G)
5.20
0.31
1.55
0.10
1.57
0.04
0.01

PSNR (dB)
22.7
22.2
21.6
21.3
12.3
24.5
23.0

SSIM
0.870
0.866
0.820
0.824
0.605
0.893
0.845

Table 2. Comparisons of STAR-DCE and DCE-Net with reduced
depth/width. DCE-NetD denotes DCE-Net with downsampling.
*SRIE [16]
*LIME [20]
*RetinexNet [47]
*DeepUPE [45]
*EnlightenGAN [26]
*DCE-Net [19]
DCE-Net [19]
DCE-NetD [19]
STAR-DCE

Platform
Matlab (CPU)
Matlab (CPU)
Tensorflow (GPU)
Tensorflow (GPU)
PyTorch (GPU)
PyTorch (GPU)
PyTorch (GPU)
PyTorch (GPU)
PyTorch (GPU)

Latency (s)
12.1865
0.4914
0.1200
0.0210
0.0078
0.0025
0.0037
0.0027
0.0019

Table 3. Runtime latency comparisons of STAR-DCE / DCE-Net
and existing methods. ”*” denotes results reported by [19] (tested
on Nvidia 2080Ti and Inter i7 6700). The remaining results are
from our re-implementation (tested on Nvidia 1080 Ti and Intel
Xeon 6126)

of STAR-DCE compared the CNN baselines on both lowlight enhancement quality (i.e., PSNR: 24.5, SSIM: 0.893
vs. PSNR: 22.2, SSIM: 0.866) and theoretical complexity
(i.e., 20.1K parameters, 0.04G FLOPS vs. 79.4K parameters, 0.51G FLOPS). To further measure STAR’S real-time
performance, we evaluate its inference speeds in contrast to
[19] and other existing methods. The images are resized to
a resolution of 1200×900 and tested for 32 times on Nvidia
1080 Ti GPU with 11GB memory. We also include results
tested by [19] as a comparison. Table. 3 reports the averaged results. As can be seen, DCE-Net is of high efficiency
and over 3× faster than existing methods. By further using
the STAR backbone, DCE-Net can even have an extra 2×
speed-up.

5.2. White Balance Results
Datasets. We adopt Rendered WB dataset [3] and the
Cube+ dataset [5] to compare STAR with CNNs. The Rendered WB dataset [3] consists of two subsets: Set 1 (62,535

Datasets
Set 1–Test
Set 1–Test
Set 2
Set 2
Cube+
Cube+

Parameters (M)
4.37
3.32
4.37
3.32
4.37
3.32

FLOPS (G)
1.93
1.37
1.93
1.37
1.93
1.37

MAE
3.12
3.24
3.75
3.67
3.45
3.31

MSE
82.55
79.95
124.97
118.27
80.96
75.8

∆E 2000
3.77
3.62
4.90
4.79
4.59
4.32

Table 4. AWB comparisons of CNN encoder and STAR encoder on
white balance datasets. ”WB editting” denotes the original CNN
encoder in [2] and ”WB editting+STAR” denotes the transformer
encoder. We report the mean of the image MAE (mean angular
error), MSE (mean square error), and ∆E 2000 for the each evaluation set.

images captured by seven different DSLR cameras) and Set
2 (2,881 images captured by a DSLR camera and four mobile phone cameras). Set 1 is split into three folds by [3].
Following [2], We train our networks on 12,000 images randomly selected from the first and second folds of Set 1. The
remaining third fold (referred to as Set 1-T est) together
with the Set 2 (2,881 images) and the Cube+ dataset (10,242
images) are used for testing.
Training Strategy. For a fair comparison, we keep most
of the training strategy in [2] unchanged. For each image,
four 128 × 128 patches are randomly sampled for training
together with their corresponding ground truth. Geometric
augmentations including random rotation and flipping are
added for data augmentation. The networks are trained using MAE (Mean Absolute Error) loss to minimize L1-norm
between the generated and ground truth patches. Model parameters are optimized using Adam [30] with initial learning rates 1e−4 , which are reduced by 0.5 every 25 epochs.
Quantitative Results. In Table. 4 and Fig. 5, we provide a comparison between CNN encoder and STAR encoder on three evaluation sets. Following [2], we use the
mean MAE (mean angular error), MSE (mean square error), and ∆E 2000 to evaluate the produced results. For
model size and FLOPS3 in the table, we only count the encoder and AWB decoder as only AWB results are evaluated. From Table. 4 we can see that with STAR encoder, the
methods can yield approaching (even slightly better) results
with 25% fewer parameters and 30% fewer computations.
Note that such compression ratios are achieved by only replacing the CNN encoder. We also have tried to replace the
entire CNN decoder with Transformers (to have a smaller
model) but this idea yields poor performance when reconstructing high-resolution images. We leave this topic to be
future works to further reducing the model computations.

5.3. Photo Retouching Results
Datasets. We conduct experiments on HDR+ [21]
to demonstrate the performance improvement of STAR.
HDR+ is a burst photography dataset for research of high
dynamic range and low-light imaging on mobile cameras.
The same to [52], we use the TIF images transformed from
3 Calculated
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PSNR 23.1

PSNR 24.6

PSNR 25.8

PSNR 21.8

PSNR 24.0

PSNR 25.9
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CNN

(0.07 GFLOPS)

CNN
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STAR
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Reference

Figure 6. Qualitative results of photo retouching by learning 3D LUTs with CNN and STAR on HDR+ dataset [21].
CNNglobal
CNNsemantic
CNN-halfglobal
CNN-halfsemantic
STAR-64global
STAR-64semantic
STAR-32global
STAR-32semantic

Parameters (K)
270.1
270.1
74.0
74.0
109.4
109.4
43.4
43.4

FLOPS (G)
0.07
0.29
0.02
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.03
0.03

PSNR
23.5
25.6
22.8
24.4
23.7
26.8
23.5
26.5

SSIM
0.885
0.884
0.881
0.881
0.885
0.887
0.884
0.883

∆E
7.93
5.81
8.54
6.24
7.24
5.42
7.75
5.77

Table 5. Comparisons of photo retouching by CNNs and STAR
on HDR+ dataset. Here global and semantic denotes learning
per-image weight / per-token weight respectively. STAR-32 and
STAR-64 represents STAR model with Transformer dimension 32
/ 64.

an intermediate result of the aligned and merged frames (in
DNG format) as inputs, while the JPG images generated by
manually fine-tuned HDR imaging pipeline as ground truth.
Following the dataset settings of the photo retouching application in [52], both the inputs and targets are compressed
in JPG format and have an 8-bit dynamic range. Since most
scenes in the HDR+ dataset are not aligned between the
intermediate frame and the ground-truth, we use the wellaligned Nexus 6p subset (consists of 675 scenes for training
and 250 scenes for testing.) according to [52].
Training Strategy. We train and evaluate both CNNs
and STAR models on 480p resolutions. During training,
each image will be randomly cropped into 256×256 patches
then fed to the model as inputs. As mentioned before, we
kept all the training settings other than the backbone model
unchanged. To be specific, we optimize both the CNN and
STAR model with Adam optimizer and fixed learning rate
1e−4 . Input patches are randomly flipped for data augmentation.
Quantitative Results. We employ three metrics to evaluate model performance: PSNR, SSIM, and deltaE (∆E).
Smaller ∆E and higher PSNR / SSIM represent better performance. To fairly compare with STAR, we not only
train CNN to predict global LUT weights for the entire image like [52], but also use the same architecture to predict
32 × 32 per-token weights by changing strides of the last
two layers from 2 to 1. We denote such two strategies as

global and semantic respectively. As shown in Table. 5, predicting semantic weights significantly improve the methods’ performance on processing HDR+ images. However,
such improvements are at the cost of heavy computation
(i.e., for [52], over 3× FLOPS4 ). Experiments show that
the obtained results using our STAR achieve 26.8 dB PSNR
with 40% parameters and approaching FLOPS compared to
CNNs. Moreover, when we reduce the width of the STAR
by half, the model can still maintain high performance with
only a 0.3 dB PSNR drop. This shows the STAR architecture has high efficiency to capture semantic context. Fig. 6
visualizes examples of the enhanced results.

6. Conclusion and Discussion
In this work, we have presented Semantic-aware Transfomer (STAR), a new lightweight deep learning backbone
for image enhancements. The proposed methods allow fast
inference with small memory usage. We conduct experiments to evaluate STAR on three common applications
including illumination enhancements, white balance and
photo retouching with 3D LUTs. Quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate the efficiencies and effectiveness
of the proposed STAR with the state-of-the-art prior work.
In our future work, we plan to extend STAR for more image
and video enhancement tasks such as denoising and superresolution.
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